The Purple Frog©
Hi,
The Make Shop™ welcomes you.
Here, we know that it is not-so-easy to nurture an interest or to pursue a hobby or talent. So we would like
to congratulate you for having been able to hold on to an interest. And if you have not been able to, but
would like to restart something that you left halfway, we would like to support you in every way.
This document will help you understand what The Purple Frog is and where does The Make Shop™ fit in and
how easily in different ways you can get visibility for what you make and find potential buyers who truly
appreciate your work.
So let’s get started.

The Purple Frog
There are so many colours in nature, in different hues filled in everything around us and more so, with such
balance at every time of the day that it is hard to not get inspired and make things and fill some colour of
imagination in our lives. The Purple Frog is a personal log of observations and opinions, more tilted towards
making and well-being. From time to time, it features other makers, their works and how they personalized
some art form to make it their own.
How to get your work featured on The Purple Frog


If you make, we will take.

So if you make anything in the cozy corner of your home or studio, let us know. You could be making
something for your grandchildren for years or you could be hosting your items in fares, fests, exhibits and
melas around you. You could be an art teacher who once in a while makes for herself too, you could be the
investment banker with paints being your first love or you could be none of this but still make something
with great interest.
We are open to all sorts of stories.
Just mail at Get@purplefrog.in with a few pictures of your work and contact details & we will get in touch
with you.
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The Purple Frog©
What is The Make Shop™
A Step - Forward
The Make Shop™ is a step forward from just featuring your work in the form of a story to giving you a place
to sell your stuff.


It is a marketplace where you can SELL what you make.



This is the place where you can open YOUR SHOP and NAME IT as you like it.



Moreover, the PIECE doesn’t even have to be something you made recently.



It can be a creation you made and USED FOR YEARS and still think it can find a respectable place in
someone’s collection!

Write to us at Get@purplefrog.in to know how The Make Shop™ works and how you can be a part of The
Make Shop™.
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